
TeachingLive |  Season 4 | Group 1 | Week 5 | Information/
explanation writing
Monday 8th November 2021, 9:30am

Neverbelieve Fact File for Flora and Fauna (information/
explanation writing)

Anything in blue should be read before the session – I will

also put in red any grids or sentences or instructions that
should ideally be in the children’s books.

The idea this week is to write entries for the Neverbelieve
Bestiary and/or The Neverbelieve Compendium of Flora.  The
entries should provide information but also some explanation
about a unique feature of the chosen animal or plant.

Today’s Game – Interview with a Landshark!

Warm up the imagination and get ideas buzzing with this initial
game that will be played orally. The children will be given a set
time limit to complete their ideas. David and Pie will model the
game first. Instructions for children are below.
The Objective – interview and answer, inventing ideas.

Padlet – Children have a few minutes to complete one or more
‘post it notes’. Living in Neverbelieve there are many different
plants – herbs, bushes, trees, mosses, climbers, ferns, grasses,
aquatic plants, cactus and carnivorous plants. The challenge is
to invent a plant and use causal language to create explanatory
sentences about some intriguing aspect of your plant. Notes are
provided below.
The Objective – to write used causal language in a sentence.
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Today’s Game

Work in pairs - partner A will be the interviewer and B will be a
creature – bird, fish, reptile, mammal, amphibians or
minibeasts. At halftime, swap roles. The first challenge is to
invent a creature that lives on the island. You can do this by
combining or adapting names of a creature that you already
know, e.g.

The landshark; rainbow beetle; scaly day-bat; dog-ant;
croco-cat; unicornfly; sunset-salmon; rock-eagle; spotted
fly-snatcher.

Possible questions
● What do you look like?
● Where do you live/ why there?
● What do you like to eat?
● Describe a day in your life.
● Should people be afraid of you/ why?
● What are your special powers?
● Do you have any special features?
● Do you have any weaknesses?
● What are you afraid of and why?
● Have you ever been captured and how would you escape?
● Main occupation?
● Where do you go on holiday/ why?
● Would you make a good pet?
● How could we tame you?
● How many of your type are there and where do they live?
● Tell us about your hobbies?
● What would you like for your birthday?
● Discuss favourite – foods, drinks, places, games, etc.
● What books/ films/ tv programmes/ music do you like best

and why?
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Padlet

Fluffy moss grows in caves so that it keeps damp.

Bouldergrass is hard to eat because its stems are made
of granite.

The reason that water blossoms are rare is because
they are eaten by unicornflies.

The spiny fern is a very small plant. Consequently, this
means that they can easily live on estates and in cities
without being noticed.

Frost primroses need cold weather otherwise they
overheat and die.

Because wasp orchids are a green colour, they can hide
in forests.

Moonflowers must have daily water otherwise they will
dehydrate.

As rainbow trees are multi-coloured, they are easy to
identify.

Sun orchids are hot to touch. This means that they are
not picked by anyone and therefore grow profusely.

Causal Language
Because, as, so, so that, as a result, since, consequently, this causes,
the reason that, this means that, this results in, therefore, when,

Children’s Audio – later on, discuss the most effective images,
ideas or turn of phrase and discuss why it worked. During the
performance, children should take notes of any words, phrases
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or ideas that they thought were effective. The Objective – to listen

attentively, enjoy and reflect on what makes good writing and performance.

Jotcast activity - This activity prepares the children for the blog
post that they will write. The focus is on writing informative
sentences about either an invented plant or creature. The
children can feed off the ideas that have already been created
in the padlet work and during the initial game. Provide the grid
below that has sentence starters.

Encourage the children to listen to any advice that Pie gives
during this session and to act on it. It might be worth jotting
any useful writing tips down on the flipchart. Objective – the ability to

write informative sentences that generalize information about a creature or plant.

Gallery Challenge – Draw and label your creature or plant
before writing to generate ideas. See images below by year 5
children from Belmont Primary School.

Blogging Activity – Create new creatures and plants for your
island. Provide the children with a copy of the model below in
their books. Remind them to use their own, original TITLE.

Objective – write one or two pieces of informative writing about an invented creature
or plant that includes generalised information as well as some explanation.

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of times.

Please do not share these notes and models, put them online
or use for financial gain. Please respect my copyrite. They are
for your use with your class. Many thanks.

© Pie Corbett 2021
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Jotcast

Words to add
on more
information

Adverbs to
interest the
reader

Generalisers Change of
direction

Causal
language

Additionally, Amazingly, Generally, However, …because…

Also, Surprisingly, Most/many… Contrary to

popular belief,

Consequently,

Furthermore, Interestingly, Some/A

few…

On the other

hand,

…and as a

result…

Moreover, Weirdly, Several … Perhaps, …otherwise…

In addition, Curiously, The

majority…

Unfortunately, This means

that…

It is thought

that…

Similarly, The

minority…

Despite…. , The reason

that…. is

because…

Many people

believe that…

Unusually, Almost all… Alternatively, Therefore…
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The Crococat

The crococat is a rare species of creature that can survive in
and out of water. During the last hundred years, it was thought
that this species had become extinct. However, it re-emerged
during the pandemic and has rapidly established itself across
most of Europe.

Crococats are quite small and at first appear to look rather like
young alligators. However, their heads are more like a cat.
Additionally, they have wiry whiskers, pointed ears and cat-like
faces. Furthermore, their bodies are covered in very thick fur.
Because of this, they can keep warm in colder weather.
Underneath the fur, they have very tough, leathery scales. As a
result of this, swimming, even in winter, does not disturb them.

These amazing creatures are a dull green and brown colour,
which results in excellent camouflage. When swimming, they
are often mistaken for small logs! Contrary to popular belief,
they have sharp spines on their tails, sturdy legs and curved
claws. Outside of the water, they move at great speed and their
green eyes allow them to see in the darkness. As a result of
this, the majority make excellent night hunters.

These amazing creatures are found in rivers, lakes and ponds
where there is a good supply of fish. Usually, crococats prefer
slower waters because it makes hunting easier than rapid rivers.
Moreover, they also hide in the undergrowth as this keeps them
camouflaged. Many have been seen climbing trees in order to
keep clear of liondogs and other predators.
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Bouldergrass

On the Island of Nevermoor, bouldergrass is used as a staple
diet for herds of crowcattle, the famous winged cows.
Bouldergrass is crucial to the crowcattle’s survival because
these cows will not eat any other diet and it is an essential
source of nourishment. The reason that bouldergrass is rare is
because these unusual plants are eaten by unicornflies.

Bouldergrass is a very tall type of grass, which grows well in
damp places. Consequently, this means that they thrive in
caves, close to water and in damp forests. Additionally,
Bouldergrass is hard for most animals to eat because its stems
are made of tough fibre. However, crowcattle have very strong
teeth that grind the stems and seedpods. Because bouldergrass
is a green colour, it is hard to see in forests. Furthermore, its
stems are tall and the seeds are a brown colour. Strangely,
bouldergrass is hot to touch. Consequently, this means that
they are not picked by humans and therefore grow profusely.

Bouldergrass mainly grows in caves so that it keeps damp.
Generally, it enjoys cold weather otherwise it runs the risk of
dehydrating and dying. Islanders have taken to protecting areas
where the bouldergrass grows and keep the locations a secret
otherwise illegal farmers might harvest the crops and sell the
grass seeds on to other islands.
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The Spiderfly.

The Spiderfly is a peculiar species and has only been discovered by 5% of
people. Scientists have found it whilst they were studying under a big
thick bound leather book. Would you ever try to find something
undiscovered?

Like most insects, it has legs, feelers, a tail, a thorax and an abdomen. Its
appearance is quite close to any other beetle. The majority of Spiderflies
possess a green slimy thorax which seems to change colour, depending
on its mood. The thorax tends to be green and slimy but when it’s really
hot, it has to find a dribble of water to make it sticky again. However, the
first one that they discovered had 8 legs, 2 eyes, 3 tails, a thorax and an
abdomen. For some weird reason, the thorax is an emerald green but
still extremely slimy. Additionally, when threatened, they transform into
a wasp and have some sort of venomous poison in their stinger.

Almost all Spiderflies eyes are spiral and can see 360 degrees around
them. They are orange and pink. Their eyes are spiral so that they can
zoom in and zoom out. However, when in danger, their eyes flash so that
they get an alert.
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The Scranker Fish

 The scranker fish is a spectacular creature. It was discovered in
2014 but humans still struggle to find it today. Their abilities are
renowed and all the scientists have been amazed by what they
have seen. Would you have noticed one, if you ever saw one?

The scranker fish has frosty blue legs and is very similar to a
frost dragon. Most scranker fish have 4 legs, which enable them
to crawl up to 65 miles per hour. However, they have mainly
been seen with 2 legs and these scranker fish have especially
good crawling skills. In the main, they are the smallest creature
you can imagine. They have similar legs to a dog’s legs.
Amazingly, they are extra strong and are able to hear every
word you say!

The scranker fishes paws are very brightly blue coloured. It has
tiny blue paws that glisten in the moonlight. Strangely, they can
be a frosty blue colour but they are normally dark blue and this
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means they easily camouflage. Their paws store their energy to
help them crawl faster and faster. The paws protect the whole
scranker fish from deep, dark danger.

The scranker fish has eyes that are very beady and very fierce
looking. The majority of scranker fish eyes look very cute but if
you try to capture any, It won’t give you a second chance. Its
eyes will turn a furious red colour and its face will brighten up
to a blood red colour. Their eyes are often a hazel brown colour
but most scranker fish have eyes that are a deep turquoise blue
colour. Any humans that step a foot too close to a scranker fish
will be in incredible danger. Some scranker fish have been found
a turquoise colour that matches their eyes. However, scientists
are very sure that scranker fish are such an amazing creature
and should be studied carefully.

The tail of the scranker fish is very sensitive and detects
footprints from anyone who comes too close to its cage.  It’s
tail is covered in many different scales. Each one of the scales
has a bumpy texture to it. It’s very rough and it’ll bite you if you
go too close to its tail. At the end of its tail, there is a stinger
and the stinger stings you and makes you pass out, due to the
toxic venom it produces.

They have emerald green spikes on their back. Don’t dare to
touch their spikes because they give you an electric shock,
which goes into your body just like when you get stung. Its
spikes help it to stay alive for nearly 32 years. Most scrawnier
fish live until they are 32 but some have been seen that are
older. They are extremely old when they die.
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The Centerpede Alien

The Centerpede Alien,
discovered on the field
at Belmont 4 years ago,
is a strange insect.  Its
body can defend itself
so it’s protected from
any attacker and keeps
it safe. When they
defend themselves,
they think they look
cool and they try to
show off. Would you
ever recognise them?

They are like most
insects in as far as they have legs, stinger and are very similar to
a grasshopper. The classic one is a species that has never been
seen before. The majority of the centerpede aliens possess 12
legs. These enable them to walk incredibly fast so they are not
seen. However, a majority have been seen with many as 18 legs
and this variety is especially nimble.

The centerpede alien’s body is fire, lime and berry coloured and
is covered in tiny scales that shimmer like sea lions in the surf.
Weirdly, they can shrink to the size of an ant and this means
that they have access to all sorts of places. They can shrink
down under fridges and even into toys! This is concerning
because when cornered or frightened, they will attack anyone
using an extremely painful sting and venom that is stored in
their legs. This can paralyse your body forever,  Alarmingly, their
venom is so powerful that it can burn through glass, so
-beware.
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